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BACKGROUND TO RESEARCH

•Peripherilization of  PDIs to labour-intensive project activities and their 
exclusion from knowledge-intensive tasks, results in sub-optimal BEE 
b fitbenefits.
•High specialist knowledge tacitness in major partners in PPPs, can be 
harnessed to impart skills to Previously Disadvantaged Institutions 
(PDIs) and enhance their gainful involvement in projects
•General self-efficacy, and contextual issues of  project environment and 
training design are interrogated
•The sub-contracting of  PDIs in projects may not lead to maximum g p j y
BEE benefits because of  incongruities in the organisational interfaces.

oBecause complex and idiosyncratic knowledge is acquired more 
easily within company boundaries than across organisational 
boundaries.
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THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND/PRELIMINARY 

OBSERVATIONS

Training of  PDIs in PPPs is especially pertinent because of  the high knowledge-intensity 
of  most PPPs.

The term knowledge-intensive describes the relative importance of  knowledge as compared 
to other production inputs of   capital and labour.

PPPs are regarded as knowledge-intensive because of  the expertise required to design and 
operate them.

The innovative integration of  various activities that could be purely project specific, and are 
dependent on client’s needs and that would not be ordinarily be associated with one other.

knowledge relates to a stock of  expertise, not a flow of  information  (Starbuck, 2004)

The long-term JVs in PPPs gives PDIs access to tacit knowledge embedded in established The long term JVs in PPPs gives PDIs access to tacit knowledge embedded in established 
companies which would be otherwise exclusionarily esoteric.

In contrast over reliance of  traditional procurement methods on transfer based learning which 
accumulates knowledge as a function of  being involved in a number of  projects over time.

Whereas PPPs rely on time-based learning which accumulates knowledge as a function of  time 
since a particular project started running. 

THEORETICAL 
BACKGROUND/PRELIMINARY 

OBSERVATIONS

PPPs also may have a peculiar advantage over traditional procurement methods because of  a 
propensity in PPPs to form JVs as opposed to PDI sub-contracts.

JVs are by nature amenable to inclusivity of  smaller partners and subsuming them into structural 
functions of  a leading member.

sub-contractors are distinct and separate from main contractors which could hamper efficient skills 
and knowledge transfer.

Complex or idiosyncratic information is acquired more easily within than across firms 
boundaries (Azoulay, 2003).

Thus knowledge-intensive activities in a project are more likely to be assigned to internal teams

When there is organizational disjuncture militated by a sub-contract agreement, there would 
be a limited PDIs access to information and involvement in sensitive knowledge intensive be a limited PDIs access to information and involvement in sensitive knowledge-intensive 
activities

because of  the risk actuated by supervisors’ limited direct access to PDI operational practices

In PPPs training takes place in a JV environment which conflates the management structures 
of  established companies and PDIs, which are normally discrete in sub-contract agreements 
into a single unitary whole,

facilitating an efficient transfer of  knowledge and practical skills
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DETERMINANTS OF A SUCCESSFUL SKILL 
TRANSFER INNITIATIVE

PPPs mitigate window dressing because of  the elaborate screening processes

It is only self-efficacious PDIs who will proceed with the project and learn what is required. 

The direct positive correlation between pre-training and post-training self-efficacies is then deemed to result in an enhanced 
BEE delivery

Because the PDI traineees with high pre-training self-efficacy will implement/transfer what they are taught back into the 
project and beyond.

Supervisor/Peer Support  (Organizational Climate)

“Organizational favorability” breeds support, and amenable training context has been identified as an  important predictor of
skills transfer (Chiaburu & Marinova, 2005).

Supervisor support is  a major factor in contributing to  “technical updating climate” (Al-Eisa et al., 2009).

the extent to which supervisors encourage the training participants and providing a formal recognition.

PDIs’ operational centrality in long-term PPPs required by the BEE policy militates a close supportive supervision, because 
the established companies have the ultimate responsibility for contract compliance.

Transfer Design

According to the code of  practice “bidders must present a clear skills development plan and targets for the Private Party’s managers and 
employees, and must commit a minimum percentage of  their payroll for expenditure on meeting these targets each year of  the project 
(Treasury, 2004).

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
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GENERALIZATION OF RESEARCH 
FINDINGS

The longevity of  PPPs is suitable for an elaborate and goal-oriented training design which is g y g g g
a prerequisite for any bidder.

The PPPs propensity for encouraging JVs do away with the problem of disjuncture in inter-
organizational information flow, which is an inhibitor for an effective skill transfer 
application.
The interactive management approach enhances the acquisition of  complex and 

idiosyncratic information

GENERALIZATION OF RESEARCH 
FINDINGS

This research has brought self-efficacy to the centre of  BEE discourse 
in South Africa.

On the theoretical front it has confirmed the criticality of  pre-training self-
efficacy in predicting increased interest in training and also as a crucial 
antecedent of  post-training self-efficacy.

It has also confirmed the role of  self-efficacy in mediating the relationship 
between motivation to learn and transfer intention. 

On the practical side, it has shown the effectiveness of  PPPs in the 
selection of  PDIs with high self-efficacy as they are more amenable to the 
rigors of  knowledge-intensive projects rigors of  knowledge intensive projects 

and through its direct correlation with post-training self-efficacy, trainees 
will thereby put to use what they have learned in the project

The research has also demonstrated the crucial role the organizational 
climate plays in transferring skills in South Africa.

The low “organizational favorability” can negate the effectiveness of  all 
the factors mentioned above.  
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The four skills transfer predictors of  project duration, organizational 
favorability, effective training design and PDI self-efficacy are all inextricably 
i t li k d d  it l t  f   h linterlinked and are vital components of  one whole.

Of  the four, self-efficacy was found to be an essential ingredient, which also 
differs from others in origin as it is a trainee input into the skill transfer 
formula.

PPPs create a platform for early detection of  self-efficacy and this leads to an 
efficacious BEE delivery

High pre-training PDI self-efficacy has a strong link to goal mastery enhanced 
by organizational favorability, predicated on collective risk of  non-performance 
by JV partners, which in turn translates into results congruent with expected 
BEE outcomes through post-training self-efficacy.

This research has shown that the long-term nature of  PPPs and the 
concomitant formation of  JVs in the project consortium militates amenability 
for  adequate transfer of  skills in these knowledge intensive projects.   

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Thus demonstrating the effectiveness of  JVs over sub-contracts in skills transfer 
endeavors, due to the absence of  inter-organizational communication 
h ll  i  JVchallenges in JVs.

Practical training design in PPPs is a prerequisite for contract award and the 
research has shown that this can adequately be implemented in a favorable 
organizational environment, the creation of  which resides with the established 
companies.

PPPs were shown to be equipped with the necessary mechanisms to identify 
self-efficacious PDIs, to induce better training design and the creation of  
favourable environment by established companies  thus proving insightful in favourable environment by established companies, thus proving insightful in 
the design of  skills transfer mechanisms in knowledge intensive projects in 
general.

It is here recommended that self-efficacy has to be brought into the centre of  
BEE discourse in order to guide policy and practice  for proper beneficiary 
targeting in project implementation.
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Thank you


